School Rules

1. Be Safe
2. Be A Learner
3. Be Respectful
4. Be Cooperative

Observe and Identify the Problem Behaviour

Step 1
Immediate office referral from teacher.

Step 2
Automatic week long detention in PBS room with reflection sheet and letter home to parents written by the students and signed by the teacher explaining incidents. Phone call home to parents by principal to explain incidents. Minor/Major incident to be added onto original OneSchool report through consultation with teacher and principal.

Step 3
In School Suspension. Served in the PBS room with school work prescribed by the teacher. Step 3 only reached through consultation with teacher and principal. Length of suspension will be determined mutually. Parents notified of decision. Major incident to be reported in OneSchool through consultation with teacher and principal.

Step 4
Out of School Suspension. Served at home with school work prescribed by the teacher. Step 4 only reached through consultation with teacher and principal. Length of suspension will be determined mutually. Parents notified of decision. Major incident to be reported in OneSchool through consultation with teacher and principal.

Step 5
School Exclusion. Exclusion decision reached through consultations with all key stakeholders. Exclusion determined only after all other avenues with regards to reform of behaviour has taken place. Major incident to be reported in OneSchool by principal.

Example Major Behaviours
- Throwing objects with intent to cause harm
- Assault/Violence
- Mass Intimidation
- Swearing at another person abusively
- Gross insolence, Vandalism
- Possession of major banned items eg: alcohol, drugs and weapons
- Continued repeated minor behaviours
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Major Incident Behaviour Flowchart